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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT 

Talking with many industrial arts teachers and reading many current 

articles concerning discipline in the classroom prompted the writer to 

make this survey to see what the best current thinking is concerning 

disciplinary problems and effective means to deal with them. The author 

thought current philosophies of discipline and disciplinary practices 

are not in accord. 

~ Need for Study. The need for the study was based on the au

thor Is knowledge that many otherwise effective industrial arts teachers 

are losing the effectiveness of their teaching through poor classroom 

control. Though much writing has been done concerning discipline, coun

seling, and guidance of high school students, discipline is one of the 

most common causes of failure of teachers. 

Methods of Study. The preparation of this report involved several 

years study in the field of education and observation and teaching in 

secondary schools. Extensive research was made in the Oklahoma Agricul

tural and Mechanical College library reading and studying industrial 

arts and education books and periodicals. 

Proposed Definitions :?.f. Significant Terms. The following are a 

list of selected definitions of terms used in this report. 

Industrial Education is a generic term including all 



educational activities concerned with modern industry, its 
raw materials, products, machines, personnel, and problems. 
It therefore includes both industrial arts and vocational 
industrial education. (6, page 7) 

Manual Training. This term, according to the best usage, 
signifies the systematic study of the theory and use of com
mon tools, and the nature of common materials, elementary 
and typical processes of construction, and the execution and 
reading of working drawings. (13, page 8) 

Industrial Arts ••• those phases of general education 
which deal with industry--its organization, materials, oc
cupations, processes, and products--and with the problems 
resulting from the industrial and technological nature of 
society. (17, page 2) 

<. Discipline ••• is a means of bringing about a better 
) social order through developing, in each individual, right l habits of conduct, appropriate patterns of thought, and 

worthy ideals that shall serve as goals and standards of 
achievement. (14, page 71) 

Available Literature~ !his Subject. There is a rather extensive 

amount of literature on the subject of discipline. Almost ever since 

writing was first done on the subject of education there was extensive 

comment of discipline. Many current writers are writing in industrial 

arts and educational books and periodicals about the subject. 

Predicted Views of the Results of :!'!12:!!. Study. It is believed by 

the author that the study of discipline will lead to a list of positive 

measures of discipline. It is expected that many of the current disci-

plinary practices are not in accord with the best philosophies of disci-

pline in the democratic classroom. 

Plan for Presenting the Material. This report will contain three 

other chapters. Chapter II, Part A, will contain a list of the leaders 

in movements which culminated in industrial arts--their contributions, 

and their philosophies of industrial education. Chapter II, Part B, will 
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contain a list of definitions commonly used in industrial education and 

objectives of industrial arts in general education. Chapter III, Part 

A, will contain definitions of discipline as used in democratic class

rooms and a list of objectives of discipline. Chapter III, Part B, will 

give. contributing factors toward good discipline as accepted by .the 

author. Chapter IV will be the concluding chapter; it will summarize 

the findings of the study of discipline in the classroom. 

This chapter states the need for the study, methods of study, pro

posed definitions of significant terms used in the report, available 

literature on the subject, predicted results, and a plan for presenting 

the material. To better understand the present factors of discipline 

in the industrial arts laboratory or classroom it is necessary to under

stand the historical background of industrial a:rts. 
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CHAPTER II 

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 

Many different philosophies have been advanced regarding industrial 

arts education and its place in the education program. Much thinking 

about the most effect,ive manner of presenting industrial information was 

done before the modern industrial arts program was established. 

Part A 

Beginnings of Industrial Education 

From Greek and Roman antiquity through the middle ages there are 

isolated instances in theory and practice of educating persons for in

dustry. However, the first plans for making industrial education a part 

of the general school education of young people were made during the ren

aissance. (1, page 1) 

In More's Utopia every citizen is trained in agriculture and some 

other t;y-pe of skilled labor. In Rabelais I Utopia study is made of in

dustry and manufacturing processes. And in Campanella1 s City of the 

Sun instruction is given in arts and industries with the ablest crafts

men instructing citizens in the crafts. 

Although some thinkers in every age sensed the need for coupling 

learning with life, it remained for the thinkers of the last three cen

turies to do something specific to incorporate industrial training into 

the school curriculum. Some of the most influential men in starting the 

movements in education which culminated in our industrial arts program 



were Comenius, Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Fellenberg, and Froebel. 

Gomenius. In the early part of the seventeenth centur-y- Amos Come

nius took issue with the methods and texts of education of the time. 

He says, 11 ••• words should convey meaning to the pupils and that the 

accumulation of knowledge should be by the 'natural order', that is, 

that it should be significant and logical. 11 (1.5., page 21) 

Rousseau. Rousseau, a French philosopher of the eighteenth century, 

recognized that skill of hand is necessary for young men. He believed 

that a trade involving hand skills was a safeguard against personal want 

and poverty. Rousseau felt that a young man who has lost his station in 

society has little to turn to except a well developed skill. He urged 

systematic instruction and training in some form of manual industry. 

He believed in adjusting education to the natural impulses of the child. 

Pestalozzi. Pestalozzi, a Swiss educator in the last part of the 

eighteenth and the first part, of the nineteenth century, advanced far-

ther than Comenius of the century before. He advocated the use of the 

object method of education by supplying the mind through sense percep-

tion, by the observing and the handling of objects. Pestalozzi tried 

to connect school, w·orkshop, and labor. He said, 11 To cultivate know-

ledge and neglect skill is to give a warped and one sided education and 

to put the individual out of harmony with himself and the world about 

hi II m. (1, page 86) Pestalozzi stated, 11 There are two ways of instruct-

ing, 1 ••• either go from words to things or from things to words. 

Mine is the second methodo 11 ( 2, page, 119) He believed that learning 

comes best from actual physical experience. 
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Pestalozzi's first plan was to fit poor pupils to make a living by 

training in mechanic arts. Later he placed more emphasis on training 

for general education. 

From the standpoint of either general education or vocational edu

cation, an important turning point in the history of industrial educa

tion was reached when an analysis was ms.de of the tool and construction 

methods employed in mechanic arts. When this analysis was made of me

chanic arts, it was realized that these arts could be successfully 

taught in schools like other subjects. Pestalozzi made a thorough anal

ysis of geomet1~ic drawing ani there is evidence that he made a similar 

analysis of other subjects. 

Ii'ellenberg. Philip Emanuel Von Fellenberg, a co-worker of Pesta

lozzi, elaborated Pestalozzi 1 s ideas and put them into extensive use. 

He said, 11 Education must be reformed as well as extended. It must pre

pare each individual to live a useful, happy, and moral life. 11 (2, 

page 129) Fellenberg believed in the closest possible connection be

tween theory and practice, and that action should closely follow instruc

tion. 

In a school experiment Fellenberg employed mechanics from several 

trades and gave each a shop. The trades represented were for black

smith, wheelwright, cabinetmaker, carpenter, turner, brass worker shoe

maker, harness maker, tailor, lithographer, and bookbinder. Students 

left Fellenberg1 s school with h.i.gh morals, a general education, a trade, 

and a practical knowledge of farming. 

Maclure. At New Harmony, Indiana, William Ma.clure, philanthropist 

and social reformer, started an industrial school. N'ia.clure planned to 



make New Harmony the education center of America by using Pestalozzi•s 

methods of instruction. Each pupil in the higher school was required 
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to learn at least one trade in the shops or on the farm attached to the 

school. (1, page 142) Soire of the industrial courses which were offered 

at New Harmony were· printing, drawing, carpentr-,1, wood turning, black-

smithing, cabinetmaking, shoemaking, and agricul·bure. Maclure believed 

that every child should be taught a trade in order to be self-supporting 

and independent of others. 

Strong difference of opinion developed at New Harmony and the school 

collapsed after two years. Though this experiment was discontinued, it 

could hardly be called a failure for it started much new thinking about 

the place of industrial training in the curriculum of American schools. 

Froebel. Froebel, a pupil of Pestalozzi, took another step in the 

direction of eliminating meaningless study and establishing the modern 

idea of self-activity. Froebel felt that children are creative and re-

ceptive and express themselves in action. He thought that education 

should come from things which the child knows, things which are a real 

part of his life. 

In 1829, Froebel made the following statement regarding a proposed 

school: 

The institution vdll be fundamental, inasmuch as in 
training and instruction it will rest on the foundation 
from which proceed all genuine knowledge and all genuine 
practical attainments; it will rest on life itself and on 
creative effort, on the union and interdependence of doing 
and thinking, representation and knowledge, arb and science. 
The institution will base its work on the pupil's personal 
efforts in work and expression, making these, again, the 
foundation of all genuine knowledge and culture. Joined 
with thoughtfulness, these efforts become a direct means 
of instruction, and thus make of work a true subject of 
instruction. (2, page 164) 



Cygnaeus. The Finnish senate appointed Uno Cygnaeus to investigate 

the schools of France, Germany, and Switzerland. During his travels, 

Cygnaeus became acquainted with the writings of Pestalozzi and Froebel. 

He got from them the idea of handwork. Cygnaeus says after his study: 

••• I was led to the thought that we must introduce 
into the school not only Froebel 1 s gifts and the rest of 
the exercises in work recommended by~_him, but also estab
lish for older children such kinds of work as have for their 
aim the training of the hand, the development of the sense 
of form, and of the esthetic feeling, and which help young 
men to a general practical dexterity, which shall be use
ful in every walk of life •••• but all these kinds of 
work must not be conducted as trades, but always with ref
erence to the aim of general education and as a means of 
culture. (1, page 107) 

In 1866, under the leadership of Cygnaeus, manual training was in-

troduced into the schools of Finland. Manual training in these schools 

was based on the theories of Froebel. 

Salomon. otto Salomon of Sweden met Cygnaeus, founder of the Finn-

ish school system, in 1877. Salomon was impressed with the Froebelian 

views of the educational influence of handwork. After his visit with 

Cygnaeus, Salomon began to plan the sloyd system to accomplish purely 

educational rather than economic ends. 

Some of' the characteristics of sloyd were making useful projects, 

analysis of processes, and the use of educational method. Dravring was 

believed necessary to precede or accompany sloyd.. Emphasis in the sloyd 

movement was placed on the fact that if an artisan was to give instruc-

tion he must first become an educated teacher. If a teacher were to 

give the instruction he must first become skillful in the use of tools. 

(3, page 66) 

Some of the objectives of educational sloyd were to develop an 
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appreciation for labor in g~neral, to develop independence and self-

reliance, to develop habits of order, exactness, cleanliness, to develop 

a sense of form, to develop ~bits of attention, indust~, perseverance, 

and patience, and to develop physical powers. (3, page 68) 
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Educational sloyd exerted a strong influence in many other countries 

through the Seminariuro, a teacher training institution under the direc-

tion of otto Salomon. Progressive teachers from all countries, who 

·wanted to get the best training in educational handiwork, went to Sweden 

to study sloyd. 

Della Vos. Victor Della Vos in 1868 organized the Imperial Tech

nical School at Moscow. Della Vos made a very careful analysis of the 

mechanic arts to give a better and more practical type of instruction. 

Some of the general principles of the Russian system as organized 

by Della Vos were: 

1. Each art or distinct type of work has its own separate 
instruction shop; e.g., joinery, wood turning, black
smithing, locksmithing, etc. 

2. Each shop is equipped with as many working places and 
sets of tools as there are pupils to receive instruction 
at one time. 

3. The courses of models are arranged according to the 
increasing difficulty of the exercises involved, and 
must be given to the pupils in strict succession as 
arranged. 

Li. All models are made from drawings. Copies of each draw
ing are supplied in sufficient number to provide one 
for each member of a class. 

5. The drawings are made by the pupils in the class for 
elementary drawing, under the direction of the teacher 
of drawing with whom the manager of the shops comes to 
an agreement concerning the various details. 

6. No pupil is allowed to begin a new model until he has 
acceptably completed the previous model in the course. 



7. First exercises will be accepted if dimensions are no 
more than approximately correct; later exercises should 
be exactly to dimensions. 

8. Every teacher must have more knowledge of his speciality 
than is necessary merely to perform the exercises in the 
course of instruction. He must keep constantly in prac
tice so that his work may be an example of perfection to 
his pupils. (3, page 17) 

In 1879 the bnperial Technical School exhibited in Philadelphia 

some of the wood and metal projects made in their school. This display 

of students' work caught the attention of some prominent educators of 

the United States. 

Woodward. Professor Calvin M. Woodward of Washington University in 

St. Louis, Missouri, was a visitor to the Russian exhibition. He was so 

impressed with the Russian system that he wanted to offer manual train-

ing in Washington University's Polytechnic School. 

He visioned mechanic arts analyzed and taught under the same prin-

ciples that other courses in the curriculum were taught. Woodward fa-

vored four to eight hours of instruction per week in the shops to give 

boys instruction in the use of connnon tools. He felt that manual skills 

would help to prevent boys from becoming idle or being employed in al-

ready over-crowded occupations. 

At Washington University under the direction of Dr. Woodward was 
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organized the very first manual training high school in the United States. 

Much controversy in educational circles resulted from the new man-

ual training movement. Dr. Woodward claimed students who graduated from 

manual training high schools developed better intellectually and made 

better choices of occupations. In a speech delivered in Boston, Dr. 

Woodward said, 11 My education creed I put into si..-sc words: Put the whole 
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boy to school. 11 (3, page 367) 

Runkle. Dr. John D. Runkle, president of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technolog-y, also visited the Russian exhibition in Philadelphia. 

From his visit he conclrded that shopwork should have a definite place 

in the training of engineering students. He had observed that students 

,"lith shopwork who graduated from engineering readily secured positions 

in industry. 

After returning from Philadelphia Dr. Runkle set to work inunediately 

to incorporate several phases of the Russian system into the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technolog-y. He built a series of shops in which was 

taught all of the shopwork needed by engineering students. 

Dr. Runkle saw great possibilities for educational shopwork on sec-

ondary level. He organized a department called School of Mechanic Arts 

for boys who did not wish to take a regular college course. It was 

through the organizing of the School of Mechanic Arts that Dr. Runkle 

made his contribution to industrial arts in public education. 

Dr. Runkle said of the Russian system: 

The method is not only educational, but it constitutes 
the only true and philosophical key to all industrial edu
cation. If we can formulate into an educational method 
the arts which apply in any particular industry, we have 
only to group about these art courses such other subjects 
of study as obviously pertain to this industrJ to have a 
scheme which shall most surely and directly fit the stu
dent both in theory and practice to enter upon its pursuit. 
(3, page 321) 

Butler. Dr. Nicholas Butler, president of New York College for 

training teachers, ma.de the following exposition in 1888 of what he con-

sidered the current philosophy of industrial arts. 

It has been incontestably established that the powers 



of thought, expression by delineation and construction, the 
judgment and the executive faculty, must be trained as well 
as the observation, the memory, and the power to learn •••• 
That part of the training of the expressive faculties which 
is included in the terms udrawing" and "construction work" 
is what is meant nowadays by manual training. It is mental 
training by means of manual training. It is included in the 
psychologically determined course of study because it reaches 
important mental faculties which no other studies reach. It 
is also a most valuable and important stimulus to the recep
tive faculty of observation. The child can neither draw 
accurately nor construct correctly unless he observes acutely. 
(3, page 369) 

La.rrson. In 1888 Gustaf Larrson, a student of Salomon with wide 
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experience in the sloyd system, came to Boston to organize a manual train-

ing school. He arranged his projects from simple to complex with refer-

ence both to powers·of hand and mind. He believed that projects made by 

students should always be useful articles. He sought to broaden the 

aesthetic sense through freehand modeling, and he advocated individual 

instruction as opposed to class instruction. 

Leavitt. Frank M. Leavitt was trained in the School of Mechanic 

Arts in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Leavitt was thor

oughly drilled in the fundamentals of the Russian system. Leavitt taught 

with Larrson in Boston as a part of an experiment in methods of teaching 

manual training. Together they blended the best practices of both the 

sloyd system and the Russian system. They produced in Boston an American 

system of manual training that was pedagogically sound and practical. 

(3, page 4.34) 

Richards. Professor Charles R. Richards, head of the manual train

ing department, Teachers College, Columbia University, conceived to make 

life in school more real. In the curriculum, he suggested the use of 



handwork which has significance and is of real interest to the pupil. 

He says of handwork, "On the side of the pupil, handwork is a medium of 

expression in terms of form, color, and material; in its relation to 

social life, it is essentially a means of interpreting art and industry. 

(3, page 453) 
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In 1904, Professor Richards wrote an editorial for the Manual Train-

ing Magazine in which he suggested the term, "industrial artsn be sub-

stituted for the term manual training. (3, page 453) 

:Bonser. In 1913 Frederic G. Bonser, professor of education at 

Teachers College, Columbia University, sought to help to reorganize the 

curriculum of elementary education by full use of industrial arts. Bon-

ser says: 

••• it will at once appear that primary emphasis will 
not be placed upon the production of industrial commodities, 
but rather upon intelligence and cultivated taste in their 
choice and use. In no single field will all of the children 
function as producers, but from every field worthy of study 
they will all function as consumers. The largest problems 
are those of developing an appreciative understanding of 
industry as it is at the present time, realizing its social 
problems and cultivating intelligent judgment and appreci
ation in the selection and use of industrial products. 
(3, page 454) 

Prosser. As secretary of the National Society for the Promotion of 

Industrial Education, Charles A. Prosser fought for the passage of leg-

islation for federal support in encouraging vocational education in the 

trades, industries, agriculture, and home economics. He advocated the 

founding of agricultural experiment stations; and in providing means for 

the training of special teachers for agricultural, industrial, and home

economics education.· After urgent demand by President Wilson, the Smith-

Hughes Bill which incorporated the Prosser plan, was passed on February 



23, 1917. 

Down through the ages man sought a practical way to prepare his 

children to make the greatest success in life. Different philosophies 

were current from time to time. Comenius, Rousseau, Pestalozzi, and 

Froebel were among the most influential in starting movements toward 

modern philosophy of industrial education. 

Industrial training movements came to the United States in the form 

of manual training. Industrial education was started in the United 

States in the 1870 1s because of a need in engineering schools for tech

nical shop practice for engineering students. Some educators immediately 

saw the opportunity of offering shop work to supplement the school cur

riculum for students who could not or who had no desire to follOl'r the 

regular course of study. Some educators saw the opportunity for making 

education more generally practical. others thought of industrial educa

tion as a substitute for the vanishing system of apprenticeship~ The 

focus of public interest on this new means of education caused its imple

mentation.in the form of manual training in numerous schools of the 

United States in less than a quarter of a century. Later concepts were 

developed for making industrial arts a part of the general education of 

the student and the modern industrial arts program became a reality. 

Part B 

Current Beliefs 

Because of the scope of industry it is logical to expect a wide 

range of terminology used to describe programs for teaching about indus

try in the schools. From time to time new terms have been used to de

scribe what was taught in a particular area or country. When new terms 



came out they were an attempt to describe a little more accurately the 

subject field being taught or the result of a change in the philosophy 

regarding subject matter being taught. 

General Education. The school has been the major influence in the 

general education of young people. A basic policy for the general edu

cation to be taught in the school might be 11 a place so organized and 

equipped to make it possible for an individual to constantly reconstruct 

and enrich his life through activity and intelligent analysis. 11 (17, 

page 15) 

Wilber gives the following objectives of general education: to 

transmit our democratic way of life, to improve the way of life, by ef

fective critical thinking, and to meet the needs of individuals in the 

basic aspects of living. (17, page 15) 

Since the beginning of civilization man has been concerned with 

preserving the way of life which he knew. If the culture of any nation 

were to be neglected for even a few generations their way of life would 

be destroyed. If a man did nothing besides preserve the culture there 

would be no progress or improvement. To meet individual needs implies 

studying the total organism in relation to all of the forces acting upon 

it. 

Industrial Education. Industrial education is a term that has 

served a variety of meanings. In the earlier periods of the movement 

the meaning seemed to be similar to the present meaning of industrial 

arts. Later the term had for its meaning vocational training or train

ing for a particular job. After carrying this meaning for a number of 

years industrial education had the connotation of general educational 

15 
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training and information regarding industry. Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler 

says of industrial education: 

Industrial education is an education in which the train
ing of the pupils' powers of expression goes on side by side 
with the training of his receptive faculties, and in which 
the training of both is based on knowledge of things and not 
words merely. (13, page 6) 

Later Dr. Butler says that industrial education 11 ••• is the general 

and corrnnon training which underlies all instruction in particular tech-· 

niques. 11 (13, page 6) 

Manual Training. When industrial education was introduced into the 

United States in Philadelphia in 1876 manual training was the term which 

came into general usage. This term included all formal hand training 

based on industrial processes. Its use prevailed for many years after 

its introduction. Woodward said of the term manual training: 

This term according to the best usage, signifies the 
systematic study of the theory and use of common tools, 
and the nature of common materials, elementary and typical 
processes of construction, and the execution and reading of 
working drawings. (13, page 8) 

Manual Arts. The term manual arts came into use when the change 

of emphasis resulted in construction of articles of utilitarian value 

involving skill with tools and some freedom in the design instead of the 

formal hand-sldll-producing exercises. Bollinger in his terminology 

study gave the following definition of manual arts: 

A term used to describe such subjects as woodworking, 
mechanical drawing, metal work, printing, leather work, 
jewelry making, clay work, bookbinding, etc., when taught 
as a form of general education having for its chief purpose 
that of developing within the pupil, manual skill and an 
appreciation of good design and construction by practice in 
a variety of exercises and projects of personal value. 
(;l.3, page 9) 
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Industrial Arts. Much of the confusion of terminology in industrial 

activity probably resulted from the failure· to get a term adequate to 

cover the subject when it was first introduced. The term manual train-

ing probably put too much emphasis on the manipulative activity rather 

than on the content back of the activity. 

Professor Bonser contributed extensively to the use and development 

of the term industrial arts. He says: 

The industrial arts are those occupations by which changes 
are made in the form of materials to increase their values 
for human usage. As a subject for educative purposes, in
dustrial arts is a st,udy of the changes made by man in the 
forms of materials to increase their values, and of the 
problems of life related to these changes. (13, page 10) 

Dr. Warner of Ohio State University gave the following definition 

of industrial arts: 

arts: 

Industrial arts is one of the practical arts, a form of 
general or nonvocational education, which provides learners 
with experiences, understandings, and appreciations of mate
rials, tools, processes, products and of the vocational 
conditions and requirements incident generally to the manu
facturing and mechanical industries. (13, page 10) 

Newkirk and Johnson give the following definition of industrial 

Industrial arts is the study of materials and of the 
desirable changes made by hand or by the several manufac
turing processes from the raw state into products designed 
to meet the consumer's needs and comforts for daily living. 
(10, page 5) 

Wilber defines i.ndustrial arts as: 

••• those phases of general education which deal with 
industry--its organization, materials, occupations, proc
esses, and products--and with the problems resulting from 
the industrial and technological nature of society. (17, page 2) 

The above authors all stress educative purposes of industrial arts. 

However, only Warner and Wilber specifically mention use of industrial 



arts in general education. They all mention materials, the use of 

skilled labor, and industry to make the finished products which serve 

society. 

Objectives. In 19Li8 the State Advisory Committee for Industrial 

Arts in Oklahoma met and formulated the following list of objectives 

for industrial arts. 

1. Industrial Arts is complementary to other school subjects 
and provides opportunity to apply knowledge learned in 
other school subjects. 

2. Develops an appreciation of applied knowledge and skills. 

J. Provides a knowledge of industrial drawing, the language 
of industry, and methods of expressing ideas by means 
of drawings • 

4. Contributes to later vocational efficiency. 

5. Stimulates students I knowledge and appreciation of good 
design. 

6. Instills a satisfaction in personal creative achievement. 

7. Develops the ability to analyze a job into its processes 
and organize them into correct procedure. 

8. Contr"lbutes to consumer knowledge and induces an appre
ciation of the value of industrial materials and the 
need for their conservation. 

9. Trains in industrial and home safety (including fire 
· prevention). 

10. Acquaints students with industrial information and in
duces a recognition of the st,andards of industrial 
attainment. 

11. Develops avocation interests. 

12. Trains individuals to be more resourceful in dealing 
with the material problems of life. 

13. Stimulates correct attitudes toward an orderly shop and 
home and their environment. 

lh. Aids in making vocational choices. 
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15. Develops qualities of leadership. 

16. Develops cooperative attitudes in work habits. 

17. Develops an appreciation of the dignity and importance 
of the occupation of one's neighbor. (26, page 3) 
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This list represents the thinking of some of the most outstanding leaders 

in education in the state of Oklahoma. They are thinking of industrial 

arts in terms of general education, not as a separate field of instruc-

tion. 

Dr. Louis V. Newkirk and William H. Johnson fornrulated the following 

list of objectives: 

1. Develop the ability to plan and complete projects, using 
a variety of tools and construction materials in a work
manlike manner. 

2. Give experiences that will increase understanding of 
modern industry and that will lay the foundation for 
and help determine vocational interests. 

3. Develop the ability to read and make working drawings, 
charts, and ~aphs. 

4. Develop the ability to recognize quality and design in 
the products of industry. 

5. Develop the ability to maintain and service in a safe 
and efficient manner the common products of industry. 

6. Provide an objective medium for expression in mathe
matics, science, language, arts, and social science. 

7. Develop an interest in crafts as a valuable medium for 
creative expression in leisure time. 

8. Give experiences that will develop social understanding 
and ability to work effectively with others either as 
a leader or as a member of the group. (10, page 7) 

Newkirk and Johnson also stress the fact that the objectives of indus-

trial arts and general education are inseparable • 

Wilber gives the following list of objectives: 

1. To explore industry and American industrial civilization 



in terms of its organization, raw materials, processes 
and operations, products, and occupations. 

2. To develop recreational and vocational activities in the 
area of constructive work. 

3. To increase an appreciation for good craftsmanship and 
design, both in the products of modern industry and in 
artifacts from the material cultures of the past. 

4. To increase consumer knowledges to a point where students 
can select, buy, use, and maintain the products of 
industry intelligently. 

5. To provide information about, and--in so far as possible-
experiences in, the basic processes of many industries, 
in order that students may be more competent to choose 
a future vocation. 

6. To encourage creative expression in terms of industrial 
materials. 

7. To develop desirable social relationships, such as 
cooperation, tolerance, leadership and followership, 
and tact. 
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8. To develop a certain amount of skill in a number of 
basic industrial processes. (17, page 42) 

Industrial arts objectives are considered by most current leaders 

in connection with the objectives of general education. They mention 

materials, processes, skills, appreciations, information, and the social 

implications of modern, industrial America and the needed development 

of our youth to live in the present and in the future and contribute to 

the democratic way of life. 

To meet the general objectives of industrial arts it is necessary 

to have good classroom control. Effective discipline in industrial 

arts will be discussed in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER III 

EFFECTIVE DISCIPLiruI: IN INDUSTRIAL .ARTS 

Good classroom teaching involves. having a definite understanding 

?f the meaning and objectives of effective discipline. The teacher needs 

a broad understanding of democracy and its application in the classroom~ 

Part A 

Discipline 

Many different meanings of discipline have been used in education 

practices as education has advanced through the years. 

Definitions. Webster gives the follow-lng definition of discipline: 

"Training which corrects, molds, strengthens, or perfects. 11 (16, page 

287) Sheviakov and Redl, in a book published by the National Education 

Association, define discipline as 11 ••• organization of one's impulses 

for the attainment of a goal. 11 (29, page 4) Struck, in his book., Cre-

ative Teaching, wrote: 

••• discipline is a means of bringing about a better 
social order through developing, in each individual, right 
habits of conduct, appropriate patterns of thought, and 
worthy ideals thp.t shall serve as goals and standards of 
achievement. (14, page 71) 

In the past people have thought of discipline as restraint and order 

obtained in a negative IIE.nner or as a means to an end. Older concepts 

of discipline stressed conformity which to some degree meant regimenta-

tion. Currently in education stress is placed on the provision for in-

dividual differences, rules and regulations lose much of their importance 



except as they are understood and accepted by the students who are af

fected. It has often been said that b~ys and girls, not subject matter, 

should be taught in the schools. 
- t --

Mays and Casberg give the following definition of good shop disci

pline: 

A well-disciplined class of pupils is one where all mem
bers are busily engaged, carr-Jing on the activities which 
are appropriate at the moment in an orderly and effective 
manner. (9, page Jli5) 

School discipline involves the control of individual impulses to 

attain a group goal. Struck sa)~ of school discipline: 

School discipline is bigger than the accumulations of 
school regulations and all punitive measure$. Discipline 
is the total influence of the school, which 'seeks, first 
to rationalize, and second to habituate, social conduct. 
(lh, page 70) · 

The industrial arts teacher is concerned with both individual and group 

discipline. 

Personal discipline is discipline which consists of mutual respect, 
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confidence, and love between the pupil and the teacher. (12, page JO) 

These factors are difficult to develop if they do not instinctively exist. 

No teacher can have a personality broad enough to sympathize with all 

of the frailties or stimulate all of the virtues of each student. An-

other limiting factor of the personal type discipline is the short dura-

tion of the relationship of the student and the teacher. The type of 

influence which is lasting over the years is influence founded upon per-

sonal inspiration which is more or less independent of the teacher. 

Rather it is the combined influence of the whole school. 

Social discipline is the highest type of discipline. In social 

discipline the teacher's authority very seldom appears in the student-



teacher relationship. Orders are seldom given, but the teacher's sug

gestions are frequent and welcome. The pupil unconsciously tends to 

discipline himself. He is made to feel that he is an important working 

part of the school society. In social discipline, IIThe school spirit 
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and atmosphere have reached the point where the lateral pressure exerted 

by the pupils upon each other is in harmony with the spirit exerted by 

the teacher. 11 (12, page 81) In this form of discipline the forces of 

control are not all coming from above but are radiated from all sides. 

There is an influence through the building of a social consciousness for 

the students to govern themselves and to automatically punish any offend

er who disrupts the efficiency of the class. 

Effective teachers all make use of social discipline. The range 

varies from reasonable teacher--pupil cooperation in class work to loyalty 

to school and student government. This method is indirect and hard to 

attain, but its results are highly constructive and inspirational. For 

administering a social type of discipline the teacher needs ingenuity, 

personality, and a wide range of adaptability. Training in this type of 

discipline gives students self-direction and social responsibility which 

serve as a cornerstone of our democratic way of life. 

Objectives. Discipline has for its immediate purpose in the school 

shop, laboratory, or classroom an efficient, and social atmosphere where 

worthy instruction is possible. Struck gives a good list of goals for 

shop discipline. He says, 11Democratically conceived discipline has for 

its goals. 

1. 

2. 

• • 

To stimulate self-activity rather than teacher activity. 

To foster initiative and resourcefulness in pupils. 



J. To encourage careful analysis and critical thinld.ng among 
pupils. 

4. To develop habits of cooperating with others. 

5. To build character traits needed for self-government 
and for group welfare. 

6. To enable the pupils to acquire knowledges and skills 
that will function effectively in an ever-changing, 
complex, and challenging world. (14, page 75) 
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The teacher's objectives, whether they are broad and inclusive or narrow 

and lacking in vision, will to a great degree reflect the type of disci-

pline which he uses in his classroom. A well disciplined group is 

friendly and congenial. Pupils are honest, industrious, cooperative, 

and interested in their work. They have learned self-government, there-

fore, the teacher's guidance is not often obvious. 

Erickson says of discipline, 11 The ultimate purpose is, of course, 

a self-discipline that is a result of accepted principles of democratic 

living and individual adjustment. 11 (5, page 93) The atmosphere of the 

school should be as near as possible to the real life of the student. 

The school shop has an advantage in this, because there is a greater 

chance of freedom for student action. The student can participate in 

lifelike situations to a greater extent than in most other classrooms. 

Shevialcov and Redl give the following list of objectives of disci-

pline in the classroom: 

l. We want discipline based on devotion to h11r11anitarian 
principles and ideals such as freedom-;-justice, and
equality for all rather than discipline based on a 
narrower, more egotistic affiliation of 11 My Group. 11 

2. 'i'fo want discipline which recognizes the inherent 
dignity and rights of every human being, rather than 
disciplirie""attained--=£'hrough humiliation of the undisci
plined. 



3. We want self-direction, self-discipline rather than 
discipline based on obedience to a Fuhrer. 

4. We want discipline based on understanding of the goal 
in view rather than discipline based on "taking some
one else's word for it. 11 (29, page 7) 

The objectives given bySheviakov and Redl represent the thinking and 

ideals of men and women who made this country great. These objectives 

represent the desired attitudes of students toward life and other human 
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beings. They represent the goals of preservation and development of the 

truly democratic way of life • 
..,..._:~-;:,,..r:-:- ~ 

/ Parents expect teachers to maintain .control of students; a lack of 

control usually brings severe criticism of the class, teacher, and the 

administration. Two of the most common questions asked by principals 

and superintendents when hiring teachers are, "How is his classroom dis-

cipline?11 "Can he discipline students? 11 (22, page 65) The consensus 

of opinion seems to be that the ability to maintain discipline does not 

necessarily insure teaching success, but at the same time no teacher can 

be successful without the ability to manage and control students. 

Part B 

Contributing Factors of Good Discipline 

In this part an attempt will be made to give some of the factors 

contributing to good discipline and some of the measures which may be 

used to get and maintain good classroom control. An attempt will be 

made to give tried positive measures. 

Teacher Factors in Discipline. The classroom teacher usually has 

within his power most of the means which will affect good classroom con

trol. To best utilize these means it is necessary for the teacher to 



take inventory of himself, his presentation, and the students reaction 

to him from time to time. Bishop Spaulding once said of the teacher, 

1~Vhat the soul is to the body, what the mind is to the man, that the 

teacher is to the schooP (J.1+, page 53) 
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One of the most important traits of successful teachers is sincerity. 

Teaching requires courage, strength of purpose, and leadership ability. 

These qualities are usually of short duration if the teacher lacks sin

cerity. 11 Neither cleverness nor craftiness can take the place of simple, 

straight-forward, downright honesty of heart. It is the bed-rock of a 

teacher's character. 11 (14, page 54) 

Sympathy is another quality of successful teachers. With sympathy 

one has a better insight into human nature. A student usually responds 

to a teacher who is interested in him. Sympathy causes self-restraint, 

good temper, and that valued quality known as tact. 

When criticism is used it should be used in a constructive manner. 

Giving a helping hand to the student helps overcome his sense of failure 

and restores corJfidence. This can be an impelling factor in creating a 

desire for good behavior. 

Teachers should have a wide range of interest. A breadth of inter

est will better enable a teacher to inspire and motivate his students. 

Before one can properly lead others, he must exhibit self-control. 

He should be calm under stress, poised, reserved, and show at all times 

that he is master of his emotions. A teacher must be forceful and deci

sive to lead others in the classroom. A forceful personality shows cour

age and straight-forNardness typical of good leaders. 

A good teacher displays an open mind and a willingness to be shown. 

He tries to see the other person 1 s point of view. A good teacher should 



be enthusiastic. Enthusiasm shows in the voice, face, and bearing. 

Pupils sense and reflect this enthusiasm or lack of enthusiasm. 

There must be a definite plan of instruction. The teacher's meth

ods and objectives should be clear to him, and he should thoroughly know 

the course which he is to teach. The teacher must be well acquainted 

with the tools and materials which are at his disposal. He should care

fully coorelate his units of instruction, the shop curriculum and the 

curriculum of the entire school. 

The experienced teacher makes adequate lesson plans, carefully pre

pares his demonstrations, uses adequate reference material, and plans 

for visual aids to avoid lapses of interest. 

If frequent evaluation of instruction is not made, a teacher tends 

to teach the same things in the same way, year after year. The teacher 

needs to constantly seek new and better, ways of presentation. In the 

appendix of this report is a list of questions which a teacher could 

profitably use from time to time to measure the efficiency of his pres

entation. By considering this list of questions the teacher can get a 

view of himself as his students see him. 

Students coming into the shop for the first time are quite curious 

about the tools, machines, materials, and the instructor. This newness 

of the situation causes some emotional stress. To put the pupils at 
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ease as quickly as possible, the teacher may introduce himself, give some 

of the broad possibilities of the course, and conduct a tour of the shop

room. As soon as the students have been put at ease the instructor may 

assign work stations and proceed with the instru~tion. 

Democratic Practices. Democracy is more than a show of hands. 



Madelaine M. Murphy, in the Journal of Education, says: 

Democracy implies a belief in the integrity and dignity 
of the individual. The personality of each child is respec
ted by the teacher and his classmates. Free discussion is 
encouraged and parent-teacher conferences are arranged to 
study children1 s needs, interests, and aptitudes. Specific 
activities are designed to help children develop responsi
bility, and habits of systematic and organized thinking. 
(24, page 214) 

Students engaged in a discussion and plam1ing session a.re learning 

just as surely as when they are working with tools and materials. Demo-

cratic procedures in the classroom are not necessarily time consuming. 

They give an alternative to teacher direction and help to eliminate the 

problems vvith which he is most concerned. The following are a list of 

things which a teacher may do to promote student self-government. 

"Help students uncover and clarify objectives." It is agreed among 

most teachers that learning is most effective when it is purposeful. 

The teacher's objectives-for the student are not nearly as important to 

him as the objectives that he has for himself. Teachers may help the 

student find his objectives through giving him a selection of projects 

or work to choose from. Work may be chosen that has meaning for him. 

"Encourage students to design projects and plan procedures." In 

designing his own projects the student gets experience in thinking of 
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his own needs and interests and gets valuable problem solving experience. 

"Organize the instructional program around the needs of the learner,n 

Vlhen a student has an irmnediate problem he becomes an interested learner. 

One of the best times to show a student how to sharpen a plane iron is 

when the plane iron is dull and he has found that it will not work well. 

The student then has strong motivation for learning and will listen and 

watch attentively while he is being shown. 



"Permit the student to participate in planning operational proce

dures." Some teachers think of the shop as his and only his responsi

bility. If tables are left uncleaned at the end of the period, the 

teacher will usually get a brush and clean them. If tqols are left out 

he will see that they are properly put in place. When students are 

made to feel that the shop, tools, and materials in the shop are theirs 

to use and to be responsible for, a step has been made in the direction 

of good shop discipline. 
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Educational values result when pupils are allowed to have a part 

in the managing activities of the classroom. The teacher benefits in 

that he is relieved of some time-consuming and uninteresting work. Stu

dents gain self-reliance and self-importance by having responsibilities 

in class. Whenever responsibilities can be assigned to students which 

have educative value and relieve the teacher to have more time for in

struction, the program is greatly improved. Student responsibilities 

should be rotated to give a variety of activities and leadership. Stu

dents benefit when the teacher has more time to give them individual 

instruction arrl attend other teaching duties. The teacher, of course, 

always has the responsibility of seeing that the students carry out 

their jobs in a creditable manner. 

Students can be responsible for the care of expendable supplies, 

care of equipment, safety, reference materials, shop clean-up, and super

vising the lighting, heating, and ventilation. Together the students 

and teacher can select students to serve in a managerial capacity to be 

responsible for the details of shop administration. Students may serve 

as shop foreman, class librarian, group chairman, tool checker, and 

safety foreman. 
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"Help students with personal problems." (18, pages 246-248) When 

the teacher helps the students with their personal problems he opens 

the door to better student-teacher relations. Students approach a teach-

er who they feel will give them help with problems that are not often 

directly related to school. These problems are very real to the student 
I 

even though the teacher does not feel that they are of special importance. 

The teacher by helping with students• personal problems can do much 

toward eliminating factors which later might develop into classroom dis-

cipline problems. 

Physical Factors in Discipline. Various factors of the physical 

atmosphere have a definite bearing on the students. Color, lighting, 

adequate space for working, cleanliness, arrangement of tools, arrange-
r 

ment of room, display of bulletin board materials, and many other phys-

ical factors have a definite influence on shop discipline. 

A neat, clean, orderly shop should be a matter of course. Tools 

should be in good working order and well arranged; supplies kept in 

suitable places and dispensed efficiently; and projects, books, and per-

sonal property neatly stored. 

The teacher and the pupils should have a common understanding of 

conditions that foster good working conditions. An old, nevertheless, 

very good policy is, 11A place for everything and everything in its place. 11 

Good working conditions require adequate lighting of the entire 

shop, especially around working stations and power tools. I£ it is pos-

sible, avoid south light because of the direct glare of the sun's rays. 

Windows on the north and east are best for admission of natural light. 

A minimum of window area for the shop should be from one-third to one-

half of the floor area. "Good lighting facilities should provide an 
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intensity of JO foot-candles at bench height in all areas." (21, page 60) 

Lights should be of a type to prevent undue glare. 

Ventilation and temperature should be carefully regulated. Room 

temperature should be between 65 and 70 degrees. There should be a con

stant supply of fresh air. 

Color tints and shades have a definite effect on morale and effi-

ciency. Eyestrain and fatigue can be minimized by the correct use of 

color. "Light gray, pale green, or light blue are suitable colors for 

portions of the wall which are at the student's eye level or in their 

normal range of vision. 11 ( 21, page 60) 

Approaches to Discipline. Irvin I. Keller, in an article for the 

Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary-School ?z'incipals, 

gives the following fornru.la for good discipline: 

The importance.of clear objectives, careful planning, 
interesting presentations of lessons, good motivating tech
niques, appropriate learning activities, and expediting of 
routine matters are emphasized as preventatives of disci
plinary problems. (22, page 66) 

Struck gives the following list of good disciplinary practices: 

1. Win the confidence of pupils. 
2. Recognize individual differences. 
J. Employ positive rather than negative procedures. 
4. Lead through tactful means. 
5. Weigh motives and causes. 
6. Nip disorder in the bud. 
7. A good sense of humor is helpful. (14, page 81) 

Students should be made to understand that the teacher is striving 

to develop a situation which is happy, serves individual needs, and one 

which is natural and life-like. Freedom that is granted l'ID.lSt not be 

misused. The negative side of discipline should not be stressed by ma.k-

ing a large number of rules. It is better to have only a few rules which 
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can and will be carried out. Stu.dents should be made to see the neces

sity and the fairness of those rules that are made. 
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A positive step toward good discipline and preparation for the world 

·of work is to make every minute count. Little misbehavior results when 

students are busily engaged in an interesting activity. Students should 

be taught to quickly get out tools and materials at the beginning of the 

period and to take no unnecessary time in cleaning up at the end of the 

class period. 

Individual records are invaluable for guidance and counseling of 

students. Cumulative records should be kept of the whole school life 

of the student. Information should be filed in an individual folder 

for each child. If a problem should arise, the cumulative record will 

be invaluable in determining a solution. The cumulative record should 

contain information about the social status and occupation of the family, 

religion, health, I.Q., rates on personality tests, interests, and any 

other information to give the teacher a better understanding of the stu

dent. 

The following suggestions for effective discipline in the classroom 

are made by Delwin G. Schubert, in the Journal of Education. Comments 

are by the author. 

1. nconvince the majority of the students that your classroom is 

a fascinating and exciting place where interesting things happen. 11 This 

is one of the most fundamental needs in maintaining good classroom dis

cipline. Each individual child has the fundamental need of gaining 

recognition in his group. When the teacher has established rapport and 

the majority of the students have decided that what the teacher has to 

offer is interesting and of value, they will show disapproval of any 



act by a member of the class to disrupt the activity. This disapproval 

tends to hold the child in check. 
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2. 11 \lifin over classroom leaders • 11 Find the classroom leaders, those 

who are socially dominant and whom the other children look to for leader

ship. These children can be found by careful observation or through the 

use of socio-metric charts. Hold individual conferences with the leaders. 

Let them know that you understand their wishes, interests, and problems. 

If they dislike you they are apt to influence many others. 

3. 11 Get to know the children by name as soon as possible. 11 One 

may use a seating·chart or any other helpful method. Anonymity contri

butes to confusion and disorder. 

4. "Build a repertoire of unobtrusive classroom methods to take 

care of those children who do not respond properly. 11 Using a pupils 

name in the course of the presentation catches the attention of an un

attentive student. Sometimes asking a student who is apparently occupied 

with something else catches his interest. Often just pausing for a few 

moments will draw attention quickly. 

5. 11Deal individually with serious offenders and look for under

lying causes. 11 More will be gained by seeing a child who was defiant 

or unmanageable in private. Give the child a chance to voice his griev

ances and show an interest in him. Learn the cause of the misbehavior. 

If necessary to uncover the basic cause, visit with the parents about 

the child. 

6. 11 Use praise as well as reproof." Usually praise is more effec

tive than reproof. When possible let positive discipline be the rule. 

7. 11Rarely send a child to the principal I s office. 11 ·when a teach

er has sent a child to the principal he has admitted to the child and to 



the principal that he has lost control and is now seeking outside help. 

This may give the child a sense of victory. 

No disciplinary measure should be taken that will crush 
a child's spirit or initiative. It is important in the re
gard that children know what they may and may not do. Teach
ers must be consistent. Vascillation and inconsistency in 
disciplinary procedures will lead to confusion, emotional 
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strain, resentment, and the desire to oppose authority. (28, page 
112) 

Each student has different personality traits and any practice in 

disciplining him must recognize these differences. Any disciplinary 

practices should be consistent "i'dth democratic principles. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Discipline in the classroom has its foundations on democratic 

practices. Individual worth and dignity of each person is of prime 

importance. Individual differences, needs, and abilities must be con

sidered. Students should have a chance to develop as good citizens. 

Summary. In democratic classrooms, rules and regulations have lost 

much of their past emphasis. Students have a part in making the ru.les 

which serve to govern their conduct. They understand and see the fair

ness and have a part in administering the rules. Teacher authority 

seldo~ is used directly to get and maintain control. Students tend to 

govern themselves by exerting on each other a pressure to promote a 

situation where each person can develop to his maximum. Each pupil is 

made to feel that he has a place and is contributing something of value 

to his class. Teachers plan for student leaders in the classroom to 

give leadership experience and a feeling of belonging. Many of the de

tails which were ordinarily handled by the teacher serve as educational 

experiences for the student and relieve the teacher for more teaching. 

Since the teacher is the most important motivating factor in the 

smooth and effective functioning of the classroom, he must constantly 

evaluate his methods, seeking new and better ways of teaching. He must 

develop tact, sincerity, and understanding. 



Physical conditions in the shop should be conducive to a student's 

pride in his work and pride in the class. This should be a clean, well 

lighted, and well arranged shop. Colors used in the shop should be 

agreeable and pleasant. The temperature and ventilation should be regu

lated for maximum comfort. Comfortable pleasant surroundings are con

ducive to good discipline. 

Effective classroom discipline is promoted through continuous and 

interesting activity. When students select and plan their own projects, 

interest reaches a high level. Student-selected projects help the stu

dent find his likes and his abilities and help him develop definite 

objectives. 
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Recommendations. The teacher should let the students know that he 

is interested in them and their problems. Eliminate conditions ,vhich 

might cause disciplinary problems. Employ measures of discipline which 

are constructive. Show students how the shopwork fits their needs and 

interests. Develop a repertory of effective classroom methods which tend 

to create little attention to themselves. Give credit for good work; 

use deserved praise freely. Deal with students who become serious prob

lems individually. Keep a cumulative record of each individual to help 

in solving any problems which arise. 
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APPENDIX 

Lesson Evaluation Check List (27, Page 232) 

Procedure: Insert title of lesson in the space provided and in 
the appropriate column opposite each statement, place a check mark to 
indicate your best judg1nent of the condition. Statements which appear 
to be irrelevant to the lesson topic are to be left blank. 

Title of Lesson: 

Part A 

I. Preparation ~ Motivation Stage: 

Did I (or the instructor): 
1. Have all teaching materials and aids 

ready for the lesson? 
2. Make proper arrangements for venti

lating and lighting the room? 
3. Arrange the pupils so that all could 

see the demonstration or hear the 
lesson? 

4. Review the previous lesson? 
5. Make an effort to ascertain what the 

pupils already knew about the topic 
under consideration? 

6. Utilize past experiences of learners 
to introduce the lesson? 

7. Ask questions which tended to arouse 
and direct the thinking of the 
learners? 

8. Create in the mind of the learners a 
state of readiness for the topic to 
be discussed? 

9. Make the correct transition from the 
preparation stage to the presentation 
stage of the lesson? 

10. Make clear to the class the main 
objective of the lesson? 

II. Presentation Stage: 

Did I (or the instructor): 
11. Explain new terms or words? 
12. Accomplish the main function of the 

presentation stagB which is to add 
new ideas to those already in the 
minds of the learners? 

No Partly Yes 
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13. Adhere to the content that stemmed 
from the objectives set forth for the 
lesson? 

14. Present the ideas in the most ef
fective order? 

15. Make certain that each point was 
understood before proceeding to the 
next point? 

16. Perform the demonstration or make 
the explanation at the correct pace 
for understanding? 

17. Appear to have a mastery of the 
procedures to be followed? 

18. Make adequate provision for asking 
questions? 

19. Emphasize the more important ideas 
of the lesson? 

20. Perform the demonstration in a 
creditable manner? 

21. Present a lesson which contained the 
recommended number of new ideas? 

22. Employ praise during the lesson? 
23. Stress safety? 
24. Have a thorough acquaintance with 

the subject under discussion? 
25. Employ or use several methods to 

put over the subject matter of the 
lesson? 

26. Utilize the drawing out process rather 
than the "pouring in11 process? 

27. Summarize the main points of the 
lesson? 

28. Make the learners aware of the 
standards to be achieved? 

III. Application Stage: 

Did I (or the instructor): 
29. Make provision for the learners to 

perform the operation or carry out 
an assignment directly related to the 
material presented? 

30. Put the pupils to work on what was 
given in the presentation stage of 
the lesson? 

31. Check the learners to see whether 
they could do the work? 
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No Partly Yes 
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No Partly Yes 

32. Make a noticeable effort to correct 
the weak point,s in the pupil• s knowl-
ed£;e or in the skills being performed? 

33. Employ the application phase of the 
lesson as a checking and re-instruc-
tion period? 

IV. Testing Stage: 

Did I (or the Instructor): 
34. Check the learner's work against 

criteria previously determined? 
35. Have the learners perform the op-

eration or apply the knowledge un-
aided and undirected? 

36. Have appropriate criteria for evalu-
ating the learner's work? 

37. Check to see whether the .objectives 
have been achieved? 

PART B --
v. General Considerations: 

Did I ( or the inst.. ructor) : 
1. Employ good judgment in handling 

all phases of the lesson? 
2. Maintain good posture? 
3. Talk loud enough? -·-
4. Use a vocabulary appropriate to the 

class? 
5. Mani.fest drive and enthusiasm? 
6. Refrain from talking to the walls 

and chalk board? 
7. Avoid displaying peculiar manner-

isms which could be controlled? 
8. Stay within the time allotted for 

the lesson? 
9. Seem to be free from nervousness 

and fidgetiness? 
10. Enunciate words properly? 
11. Secure active student participation 

during the lesson? --12. Avoid errors when .asking questions? ---13. Employ correct grammar? 
14. Handle well the questions asked by the 

pupils? 



15. Ask pertinent and thought provok
ing questions? 

16. Make general use of the chalk board 
to put over material? 

17. Establish and maintain rapport? 
18. Maintain the interest of the class 

during the discussion phases of the 
lesson? 
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